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a b s t r a c t 

This paper presents historical remarks on key projects and papers that led to the development of a the- 

ory of event diagnosis for discrete event systems modeled by finite-state automata or Petri nets in the 

1990s. The goal in event diagnosis is to develop algorithmic procedures for deducing the occurrence of 

unobservable events, based on a formal model of the system and on-line observations of its behavior. 

It also presents historical remarks on the early works on the property of opacity, which occurred about 

ten years later. Opacity can be seen as a strong version of lack of diagnosability and it has been used 

to capture security and privacy requirements. Finally, diagnosability is connected with the property of 

observability that arises in supervisory control. This paper is part of set of papers that review the emer- 

gence of discrete event systems as an area of research in control engineering. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

We were invited to provide historical remarks on the emer-

ence of the theories of diagnosability and opacity for event-driven

ynamic systems, in the context of the special section in An-

ual Reviews in Control on the emergence of discrete event sys-

ems as an area of research in control engineering. The discus-

ion herein is not meant to be a survey of these theories. The

wo papers Zaytoon and Lafortune (2013) and Jacob, Lesage, and

aure (2016) should be consulted in that regard. Instead, our focus

s on presenting key events and papers from the 1990s that led to

he definition of a formal notion of diagnosability, and later opac-

ty, which have withstood the test of time and are still the object

f current research. 

We start by presenting the emergence of fault diagnosis and

iagnosability using automata models of discrete event systems.

e then transition to similar historical remarks on the notion of

pacity and its verification when using automata models. Opacity,

hich is closely related but stronger than non-diagnosability, orig-

nated in the formalization of information flow security properties
� The authors’ research is principally supported by the US National Science Foun- 

ation and the European Commission. 
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n computer systems in the early 20 0 0s (cf. Mazaré, 20 04a; Ryan &

eacock, 2006 ) and since then it has attracted considerable atten-

ion in the control engineering community. In a subsequent sec-

ion, we also include brief historical remarks on parallel activities

n fault diagnosis and opacity using Petri net models of discrete

vent systems. We conclude with a discussion on (i) the relation-

hip between diagnosability and the property of observability that

rises in supervisory control, and (ii) recent effort s on networked

iscrete event systems. 

Our presentation is focused on events that we personally expe-

ienced or witnessed. In the discussion that follows, whenever pos-

ible, we cite the first journal paper on the topic being discussed;

uite often, this first journal paper was preceded by one or more

onference papers that are not cited. 

This paper is an expanded version of Lafortune and Lin (2017) ,

ith additional discussions throughout, as well as the inclusion of

 new section on diagnosability and opacity for Petri net models. 

. History of diagnosability 

.1. The beginning 

From our own perspectives, the development of the theory of

iagnosability reviewed in this paper was highly influenced by two

ey events: (i) the extended visit of Feng Lin at Ford Motor Co.

n Dearborn, US, in the summer of 1992; and (ii) the year-long

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.arcontrol.2018.04.002
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/arcontrol
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.arcontrol.2018.04.002&domain=pdf
mailto:stephane@umich.edu
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Fig. 1. Heating part of an HVAC system, as studied in Sampath et al. (1995) . 
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sabbatical visit of Kasim Sinnamohideen of the research group of

Johnson Controls Inc. (Milwaukee, US) at the University of Michi-

gan in Ann Arbor in academic year 1992-93, where he collabo-

rated with Stéphane Lafortune, Demosthenis Teneketzis, and two

doctoral students at the time, Meera Sampath and Raja Sengupta. 

At the time, the two main approaches for fault diagnosis were

the quantitative approach in control engineering based on contin-

uous models and the qualitative approach used in artificial intelli-

gence based on static models. 

At Ford Motor Co., there was interest in on-board diagnostics

to detect and isolate (i.e., diagnose) component faults in complex

processes such as the exhaust gas recirculation system, during the

operation of the vehicles, i.e., “on-line”. At Johnson Controls Inc.,

there was similar interest for Heating, Ventilation, and Air Con-

ditioning (HVAC) systems, where faulty components are typically

difficult to access. Common to these applications of interest was

the fact that sensor information was limited and hence diagnosis

would require inferencing from limited sensor data using a suitable

model of the dynamic system under consideration. Sinnamohideen

advocated that using dynamic but high-level “discrete-transition-

based” models of HVAC systems, rather than detailed continuous

models based on differential equations, was the right approach for

diagnosing “sharp” faults, such as valves that get stuck open or

closed, pumps that fail on or off, controller modules that fail on

or off, and so forth. The thesis was that such discrete-event model-

based inferencing would be complementary to other diagnostic ap-

proaches that would track “finer” faults, such as slow drifts of sen-

sors for instance. 

The work of Lin at Ford Motor Co. lead to a framework of di-

agnosis using states to model faults ( Lin, 1994 ). The state set is

divided into subsets or cells. Some cells represent normal opera-

tion, other cells represent various faults. The goal of diagnosis is

to determine which cell the system is in after observation of some

observable events. This approach was later used in mixed-signal

circuit testing, where both digital circuits and analog circuits are

modelled as discrete event systems in a uniform way ( Lin, Lin, &

Lin, 1997 ). 

The group at the University of Michigan, inspired by the work

of Lin (1994) and aptly guided by the practical expertise of Sin-

namohideen, formulated and investigated a notion of diagnosability

for discrete event dynamic systems modeled in the framework of

regular languages and their finite-state automata representations.

This effort led to the doctoral dissertation of Sampath and to the

two companion journal papers ( Sampath, Sengupta, Lafortune, Sin-

namohideen, & Teneketzis, 1995; 1996 ). We now discuss some as-

pects of that work. 

Definition of Diagnosability: First, we state the definition of di-

agnosability. Consider a system modeled by an automaton, denoted

by G , and where L (G ) is the language generated by G , and where

natural projection P erases the unobservable events. There are sev-

eral fault events to diagnose, corresponding to the set �f , which

is partitioned in several fault types according to �f . Formally, as

originally stated in Definition 1 in Sampath et al. (1995) , we have: 

Definition 1 (Diagnosability ( Sampath et al., 1995 )) . A prefix-

closed and live language L is said to be diagnosable with respect

to the projection P and with respect to the partition �f on �f if

the following holds 

(∀ i ∈ � f )(∃ n i ∈ N )[ ∀ s ∈ �(� f i )](∀ t ∈ L/s )[ || t|| ≥ n i ⇒ D ] , 

(1)

where the diagnosability condition D is 

ω ∈ P −1 
L [ P (st)] ⇒ � f i ∈ ω . (2)

Explanation of notation: (i) �( �fi) is the set of strings that

end with a fault event of type i ; (ii) L / s is the set of all strings t
uch that st ∈ L ; (iii) || t || is the length (number of events) of t ; (iv)

 

−1 
L 

[ P (st)] is the set of all strings in L whose projection under P is

he same as that of st ; (v) �fi ∈ ω means that string ω contains a

ault event of type i . 

Simplifying the above definition to eliminate “fault types” and

onsidering a single event f to diagnose, we get: 

efinition 2 (Diagnosability of event f ). Event f is diagnosable in

ive language L = L (G ) w.r.t. projection P if the following holds 

(∃ n ∈ N )(∀ s : f ∈ s )(∀ t ∈ L/s )[ || t|| ≥ n ⇒ D ] , (3)

here the diagnosability condition D is 

 ∈ P −1 [ P (st)] ∩ L (G ) ⇒ f ∈ ω . (4)

The set P −1 [ P (st)] ∩ L (G ) is the best estimate of what the sys-

em could have done based on observing st . In words, the defini-

ion of diagnosability for a single event f is then: 

An unobservable (fault) event f is diagnosable in language L (G )

if every occurrence of f can be detected with certainty in a

bounded number of events after its occurrence. 

This notion of diagnosability is strong and invokes the univer-

al quantifier twice: for every trace of events that ends with a fault

vent and for every continuation of that trace, the fault in question

ust eventually be diagnosed. Since logical discrete event models

ere employed, “eventually” was quantified by counting the num-

er of events (either observable events or all events as in the above

efinitions) after the fault event; the existential quantifier captures

he existence of such a bound, denoted by n , over the entire sys-

em language. 

This language-based definition of diagnosability proved to be

daptable to extensions to different modeling formalisms and diag-

ostic architectures, as the ensuing work performed in the control

ngineering and artificial intelligence communities shows. 

Model-Building for Diagnosability: During the development of

he results in Sampath et al. (1995, 1996) , the authors spent sig-

ificant effort s on building suitable discrete event models for the

urpose of fault diagnosis, using the application area of HVAC sys-

ems as a guide. The objective was to capture all available informa-

ion for nominal behavior and for faulty behavior, including infor-

ation from sensor readings, in the form of traces of events gen-

rated by a finite-state automaton, i.e., in a regular language. The

nitial example that was analyzed was the heating part of an HVAC

ystem, as depicted in Fig. 1 , where the system components of in-

erest were: controller, valve, pump, boiler, fan, and heating coil.

he sensors available (not indicated in the figure) were a flow sen-

or for the heating coil and a pump pressure sensor. 

Faults (not their symptoms) were explicitly modeled by un-

bservable events; this included potentially faulty sensors them-

elves. Faulty behavior was also modeled, including: (i) the be-
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avior of the controller when it fails “on” or “off”, and simi-

arly for the pump; and (ii) the valve getting stuck in the “open”

r “closed” position. High-level abstractions of component models

nd of closed-loop system dynamics, the latter captured by the

ontroller model, were merged by parallel composition to obtain

 “composite” model. This model was still incomplete as it did not

ncorporate the information provided by the sensors attached to

he system, namely the flow sensor and pump pressure sensor in

he system of Fig. 1 . For this purpose, the readings of all the sen-

ors attached to the system were recorded in a sensor table for

ll the reachable (discrete) physical states of the composite model.

ince the goal was to have a language-based model, it was nec-

ssary to convert the information in the sensor table to events.

his was done by a conversion similar to that of a Moore automa-

on to a standard one: the information from the sensor readings

n each discrete state was embedded into the event set and transi-

ion labels into the states ( Sampath, Sengupta, Lafortune, Sinnamo-

ideen, & Teneketzis, 1996 ). Moreover, additional states were in-

roduced when unobservable events caused observable changes in

ensor readings. 

The resulting model was event-based and fit into the paradigm

f the theory of supervisory control of discrete event systems, de-

eloped earlier by Ramadge and Wonham (1989) . Interestingly, an

quivalent state-based formulation (with faulty and non-faulty sys-

em states , as was initially done in Lin (1994) but closer to the

ethodology in Sampath et al. (1995) ) was later worked out by

ashtrudi Zad, Kwong, and Wonham at the University of Toronto

 Hashtrudi Zad, Kwong, & Wonham, 2003 ). This formulation al-

owed the authors to take advantage of state reduction techniques

o address scalability issues. 

During a summer internship at Johnson Controls Inc.,

ampath expanded upon the HVAC case studies reported in

ampath et al. (1996) and developed a diagnostic engine for a

ariable air volume terminal box application, a new type of HVAC

ystem being considered at the time; her results appeared in the

nternal technical report ( Sampath, 1995 ). 

Diagnoser Automata: Diagnosability analysis was performed by

uilding the so-called diagnoser , another automaton that captures

iagnostic information in its state. In short, the diagnoser for a

ingle fault type can be constructed by first forming the paral-

el composition of the system model with a label automaton that

emorizes, in its state, the occurrence of the events in the given

ault type, and second by building the observer of the resulting au-

omaton with unobservable events (i.e., determinizing using sub-

et construction). Surprisingly (perhaps), it turned out that the

reviously-defined notion of diagnosability was verifiable by a rel-

tively simple cycle condition on the diagnoser. Hence, an effec-

ive test for diagnosability was born. The cycles in the diagnoser

hat caused a violation of diagnosability were termed indetermi-

ate cycles . Their detection entailed examining not only diagnoser

ycles but also their corresponding cycles in the system model.

hese cycles captured the existence of two traces of events, with

dentical projections, where one trace was fault free while the sec-

nd one contained an arbitrarily long suffix after the fault event,

hereby providing a counter-example to diagnosability. It is pos-

ible to make the diagnosability test “self-contained” (i.e., not re-

uiring the examination of corresponding system cycles) by using

 modified form of the diagnoser, called extended diagnoser , where

redecessor system states are remembered in diagnoser states. Ex-

ended diagnosers were first defined in the published literature in

ebouk, Lafortune, and Teneketzis (20 0 0) , where they are credited

o Sampath. 

Early Software Tools: The need to implement in software the

onstruction of the diagnoser and the diagnosability test based on

ndeterminate cycles provided the primary impetus for the devel-

pment of the software tool UMDES, originally known as UMDES-
IB, at the University of Michigan in the period 1994–1996. The

ool eventually grew to include implementations of various manip-

lations of automata (e.g., parallel composition) and of supervisory

ontrol algorithms (e.g., relevant supremal or infimal controllable

anguages). UMDES is still being maintained as a stand-alone tool,

s well as an embedded set of commands within the tool DESUMA,

eveloped by the Michigan team in collaboration with Laurie

icker of Mount Allison University, Canada ( DESUMA Team, 2016 ). 

.2. Emergence of a comprehensive theory 

The work in Sampath et al. (1995, 1996) immediately attracted

onsiderable attention not only in the discrete event systems com-

unity, but also in the control engineering community at large as

ell as in the artificial intelligence community, where fault diagno-

is was (and remains) a problem of strong interest. As in the initial

evelopment, practical problems motivated many of the extensions

hat ensued. These effort s led to many extensions or variations of

he notion of diagnosability in Sampath et al. (1995) . These ex-

ensions covered several aspects, such as: (i) enhanced classes of

odels that include time and/or stochastic information; and (ii)

ifferent diagnostic architectures that capture the modular nature

f complex systems and/or the decentralization of information in

istributed systems. The reader is referred to the survey paper

aytoon and Lafortune (2013) for a detailed (but still admittedly

ncomplete) coverage of these efforts along with an extensive bib-

iography and a review of applications. 

We focus the following discussion in this and the next subsec-

ion on some key aspects of the development of the comprehen-

ive theory of (event) diagnosis for discrete event systems. 

Following the completion of her dissertation, Sampath joined

erox Corp. where she demonstrated the practical applicability of

he theory in ( Sampath et al., 1995 ) to a diagnostic problem in

rinting systems: diagnosis of faults in the paper feeder system

 Sampath, 2001 ). This application required merging diagnosis tech-

iques for continuous processes with the event-based framework

f Sampath et al. (1995) . This was done by capturing the results

f the diagnosis of the continuous processes as a “virtual” sensor

ith discretized values in the event-based model. 

Regarding the verification of diagnosability, it was realized in-

ependently and concurrently by Jiang et al. in Jiang, Huang,

handra, and Kumar (2001) and Yoo et al. in Yoo and Lafor-

une (2002) in the early 2000s that diagnosability could be tested

n polynomial time, without building the diagnoser. In hindsight,

his result is not surprising. The negation of diagnosability involves

wo applications of the existential quantifier; roughly speaking,

ne must build two traces of events that have the same observ-

ble projection, where one contains the fault event of interest and

he other one does not. This construction can be achieved by per-

orming a suitable product of two copies of the automaton mod-

ling the system to be diagnosed. This technique is referred to as

he “verifier” approach or the “twin-plant” approach. 

An important extension that researchers began pursuing a few

ears later was the adaptation of the logical approaches for fault

iagnosis and diagnosability to stochastic settings. Starting with

he work of Thorsley and Teneketzis (2005) , which introduced and

nalyzed the two concepts of A- diagnosability and AA- diagnos-

bility in stochastic automata (essentially non-deterministic finite-

tate automata with probabilities on the transitions), a num-

er of researchers studied these notions in probabilistic set-

ings: for example, without regards to diagnosability conditions,

thanasopoulou et al. developed efficient recursive (on-line) al-

orithms for fault diagnosis in the presence of unreliable ob-

ervations ( Athanasopoulou, Li, & Hadjicostis, 2010 ), whereas the

orks in Athanasopoulou and Hadjicostis (2008) and Chen and Ku-

ar (2015) respectively were concerned with bounds on the prob-
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ability of erroneous decisions in fault diagnosis applications. Also

worth mentioning are more recent works by Bertrand, Fabre, Haar,

Haddad, and Hélouët (2014) , and Keroglou and Hadjicostis (2015a) ,

which adopt stochastic settings for diagnosis and state estimation

applications, respectively. 

Yet another extension that was initially considered in the 20 0 0s

by Contant et al. in Contant, Lafortune, and Teneketzis (2004) and

has recently been revisited by Fabre et al. in Fabre, Hélouët,

Lefaucheux, and Marchand (2018) is the case of “intermittent” or

“repairable” faults, i.e., faults that can appear but be repaired. In

this case, diagnosability would ideally require that each occurrence

of an intermittent fault be detected before it is repaired. 

2.3. Initial efforts on decentralized and distributed architectures 

Fairly early on, researchers investigated diagnostic architectures

where the information is decentralized . At the risk of omitting the

noteworthy efforts of several groups, we highlight two such dis-

tinct effort s, that occurred concurrently. 

(1) At IRISA-INRIA in Rennes, France, two groups led respec-

tively by Albert Benveniste and Marie-Odile Cordier were inves-

tigating how to make sense of the flow of alarms in packet-

switched telecommunication networks. Among their many publi-

cations, we mention Aghasaryan, Fabre, Benveniste, Boubour, and

Jard (1998) , Benveniste, Fabre, Haar, and Jard (2003) , Rozé and

Cordier (2002) and Pencolé and Cordier (2005) . These groups con-

sidered both automata-based models, as in Sampath et al. (1996) ,

and Petri-net-based models or variations thereof, that captured the

partial ordering of events that emerges due to the distributed na-

ture of the system. A key concept used therein was the notion

of net unfolding for constructing global state estimates from lo-

cal state estimates in the diagnostic process. (We explicitly dis-

cuss diagnosis of Petri nets later on in Section 4.1 .) Related ideas

in the context of modular systems consisting of interacting fi-

nite automata also appeared in the works by Fabre and collab-

orators in Fabre, Benveniste, and Jard (2002) , Fabre and Ben-

veniste (2007) and Su and Wonham (2005) . 

(2) At the University of California at Berkeley, Sengupta was in-

terested in diagnosing the (wireless) communication network used

by self-driving vehicles that traveled in platoons as a way to in-

crease throughput on highways. Automated vehicle platooning was

then a major effort in the US involving a consortium led by an

organization called PATH (Program for Advanced Technology on

the Highway) at Berkeley, whose director at the time was Pravin

Varaiya. Sengupta first presented his results on decentralized di-

agnosis at WODES 1998 ( Sengupta, 1998 ). His work was an im-

portant source of inspiration for the doctoral research of Rami De-

bouk at Michigan, which led to Debouk et al. (20 0 0) . At around the

same time, Stavros Tripakis, working with Sengupta at UC Berke-

ley, proved the first undecidability results for a version of decen-

tralized diagnosis where communication delays are not bounded

( Tripakis, 2004 ). 

In order to improve upon the decentralized solution in

Debouk et al. (20 0 0) (referred to as Protocol “3” therein) and at

the same time avoid the undecidability that arises in the frame-

work of Tripakis (2004) , researchers subsequently investigated var-

ious decentralized architectures with either a coordinator (as in

the protocols called Protocols “1 and 2” in Debouk et al., 20 0 0 ),

or by enhancing the local diagnostic modules to perform “condi-

tional decisions” or use “inference mechanisms” or set-intersection

refinements, as in the approaches initially developed in Wang, Yoo,

and Lafortune (2007) and Kumar and Takai (2009) , which them-

selves were followed by several extensions, and the subsequently

developed “intersection-based” schemes in Panteli and Hadji-

costis (2013) and Keroglou and Hadjicostis (2015b) . A different line

of work focused on performing state estimation or diagnosis while
inimizing the exchange of information between a set of sensors

nd a centralized coordinator, as in the works in Ricker and van

chuppen (2001) , and Boel and van Schuppen (2002) . 

Overall, the literature on decentralized and distributed ap-

roaches for diagnosis is nowadays very comprehensive and the

opic is still active (see, e.g., Takai & Kumar, 2018 ). 

. History of opacity 

While diagnosability was undergoing heavy investigation in dis-

rete event systems, privacy and security were being investigated

or computer/cyber systems. The two problems are related in the

ollowing sense: Diagnosability requires that sufficient information

s provided to a diagnoser so that failures can be detected, while

rivacy and security require that information is concealed to an

xternal agent so that certain secrets are not revealed. 

As more and more information is exchanged in cyber systems,

he task of ensuring security and privacy in information flow is

ncreasingly becoming an important problem. Various approaches

ave been considered. For example, intransitive noninterference was

nvestigated to ensure that no information is unintentionally being

eaked from a “high level” to a “low level” in a multi-level system

 Hammer, Krinke, & Nodes, 2006; Mantel & Sands, 2004; Roscoe

 Goldsmith, 1999; Rushby, 1992 ). Intuitively, unintentional infor-

ation leaking can occur, for example, in the following situation.

onsider a setting in which we are given a finite-state automaton

ith events that are partitioned into two sets, a set of high level

vents and a set of low level events. Though low level events are

bservable to a low level entity (an entity with low level clear-

nce), only some of the high level events are observable to the

ow level. Despite the fact that the low level entity does not ob-

erve the high level events, the low level entity may still be able

o infer that some high level events have occurred by analyzing the

equence of events it observes (i.e., the low level events and some

f the high level events). The detection of unintentional informa-

ion leaking, such as information about the occurrence of high

evel events that are not directly observable to the low level entity,

s an important problem in cyber systems. A formal method for

hecking intransitive noninterference was proposed in Ben Hadj-

louane, Lafrance, Lin, Mullins, and Yeddes (2005a,b) . It translates

he problem of checking intransitive noninterference into a prob-

em of checking observability of discrete event systems (cf. the dis-

ussion in Section 5.1 ). 

Opacity is another important information flow property related

o privacy and security. Roughly speaking, a system is opaque if

ome secrets are never revealed during the operation of the sys-

em. In other words, any trace (trajectory) of the system that re-

eals a system secret should be indistinguishable from another

race that does not reveal the system secret to an external agent or

bserver. Opacity can be paraphrased as “plausible deniability,” i.e.,

he possibility (however unlikely) that the system behavior does

ot imply that the secret is revealed. Depending on how systems

re modeled and how secrets are described, there are several for-

al ways to define opacity. 

To our knowledge, opacity was first introduced by Mazaré in

he computer systems literature ( Mazaré, 2004b ) to investigate se-

urity and privacy in information flow in the analysis of crypto-

raphic protocols. Soon after, this work led to related papers that

sed as modeling formalisms Petri nets ( Bryans, Koutny, & Ryan,

005 ) and transition systems ( Bryans, Koutny, Mazaré, & Ryan,

008 ). At around the same time, researchers in Europe introduced

he notion of enforcing “concurrent secrets” in the dynamics of dis-

rete event systems in Badouel, Bednarczyk, Borzyszkowski, Cail-

aud, and Darondeau (2007) . It is fair to say that this last paper, as

ell as the work of Mazaré (2004b) , became a source of inspira-
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ion for the work of several groups in the discrete event systems

ommunity. 

In 2006, Christoforos Hadjicostis spent two weeks at INRIA,

ennes, France for a project jointly funded by the University of

llinois at Urbana-Champaign and INRIA. The idea of state-based

pacity was born during that visit from discussions with several

NRIA researchers, most notably Philippe Darondeau, Benoît Cail-

aud, Eric Fabre, Thierry Jéron, Hervé Marchand, and doctoral stu-

ent Jérémy Dubreil. After returning to Illinois, Hadjicostis and

is student Anooshiravan Saboori formalized state-based opacity

s follows. A system is opaque if the evolution of its true state

hrough a set of secret states remains opaque to an external agent.

n other words, the external agent is never certain that the cur-

ent state of the system is within the set of secret states ( Saboori

 Hadjicostis, 2007 ). The external agent observes the system via a

rojection, that is, only the occurrences of some observable events

an be seen by the external agent. 

The formal definition of current state opacity for a finite-state

utomaton under a natural projection map is described below. 

Definition of Current State Opacity: Consider a system mod-

led by a deterministic finite-state automaton, denoted by G =
(X, �, δ, x 0 ) where X is the set of states, � is the set of events, δ:

 ×� → X is the (possibly partially defined) state transition func-

ion, and x 0 is the initial state. Formally, as originally stated in Def-

nition 1 of Saboori and Hadjicostis (2007) , we have the following

efinition: 

efinition 3 (Current-State Opacity ( Saboori & Hadji-

ostis, 2007 )) . Given a deterministic finite-state automaton

 = (X, �, δ, x 0 ) and a projection map P with respect to the set of

bservable events �obs , G is opaque with respect to a set of secret

tates S ⊆X and the projection map P , or ( S, P )-opaque, if 

∀ t ∈ L (G ) , ∃ s ∈ L (G ) \ { t} : δ(x 0 , t) ∈ S 

⇒ { δ(x 0 , s ) / ∈ S and P (s ) = P (t) } . (5) 

In words, the above definition requires that every possible exe-

ution in the system results in a sequence of observations that al-

ows the observer to deduce that the state of the system is either

xclusively in the set of non-secret states X �S , or in some states in

 but also in at least one state in X �S . Stated in a simpler way, each

equence of events results in a sequence of observations, such that

t least one non-secret current state is possible. 

The observer automaton can be used to determine the “state

stimate” of the system at any time, which is defined as the set 

f all possible states that the system may be in. If a state estimate

ontains only secret states, then opacity is violated. Hence, the ob-

erver can be used to check opacity ( Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2011 ).

he construction of the observer is worst-case exponential with re-

pect to the number of states in the system. 

Meanwhile, at INRIA in Rennes, while investigating the problem

f detection of intrusion in a system using fault diagnosis tech-

iques, Marchand’s group also encountered the notion of opacity.

heir work led to supervisory control for opacity ( Dubreil, Daron-

eau, & Marchand, 2010 ). They considered the situation where the

iven system is not opaque and the task of the supervisor is to re-

trict the system’s behavior by disabling some events so that the

upervised system will not enter states where the secret is re-

ealed. Since the supervisor is internal, it can potentially observe

ore events than the external agent. An effective algorithm for

omputing the most permissive supervisor was developed for this

urpose. Enforcing opacity using supervisory control techniques

as also investigated by other groups, such as Saboori and Had-

icostis (2008) . 

Since diagnosability refers to the ability of distinguishing cer-

ain things (occurrences of faults vs. no occurrence of faults), while
pacity refers to the inability of distinguishing certain things (se-

ret states vs. non-secret states), intuitively, it seems that opac-

ty is related to diagnosability (or rather lack of diagnosability)

n some ways. This relation was formally established by Lin us-

ng language-based opacity ( Lin, 2011 ). Two languages are used in

his definition, rather than one language and its complement as in

he previous definitions. The two-language definition is more flex-

ble in the applications of opacity and is given as follows. A lan-

uage is strongly opaque with respect to a second language if all

races in the first language are indistinguishable from some traces

n the second language, where two traces are indistinguishable if

heir projections (observations by an external agent) are the same.

 language is weakly opaque with respect to a second language if

ome traces in the first language are indistinguishable from some

races in the second language. A language is not opaque with re-

pect to a second language if it is not weakly opaque with respect

o the second language. The notion of opacity mentioned previ-

usly is strong opacity. It was shown in Lin (2011) that weak opac-

ty (and its negation, non-opacity) is related to other properties of

iscrete event systems, including diagnosability. More precisely, let

he first language be the set of all traces of the system in which no

ault has occurred and the second language be the set of all traces

f the system in which at least one fault has occurred and some

ositive number of events have occurred since the last fault. Then

 discrete event system is diagnosable if and only if the first lan-

uage is not opaque with respect to the second language. Since

iagnosability corresponds to the negation of a weak version of

pacity, in a sense, opacity is a strong version of lack of diagnos-

bility. 

Since weak opacity is the negation of diagnosability, it is not

urprising that verifying certain versions of weak opacity can be

one with polynomial time complexity. On the other hand, verify-

ng strong opacity cannot be done with polynomial time complex-

ty, as demonstrated in Cassez, Dubreil, and Marchand (2012) . In-

uitively, this is due to the fact that the negation of strong opacity

equires the existential quantifier followed by the universal quan-

ifier: there must exist a secret string for which none of the non-

ecret strings are observationally-equivalent. 

Logical opacity does not provide a measure of how opaque

 system is; it simply considers that behavior that is not secret

however unlikely) can be matched to a given sequence of obser-

ations. Thus, in an effort to better characterize the “degree” of

pacity of a given system, researchers have also considered quan-

itative (as opposed to qualitative) opacity via extensions to prob-

bilistic settings. These include probabilistic finite-state automata

 Bérard, Mullins, & Sassolas, 2015; Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2014 ),

arkov decision processes ( Bérard, Chatterjee, & Sznajder, 2015a;

érard, Haddad, & Lefaucheux, 2017 ), and hidden Markov mod-

ls ( Keroglou & Hadjicostis, 2018 ) (see also the special issue in

ndres, Palamidessi, & Smith, 2015 ). It is worth pointing out that

ome of the earlier works on opacity originated in probabilistic set-

ings (e.g., Lakhnech & Mazaré, 2005 ). 

As was mentioned earlier, decidability and complexity for a va-

iety of (qualitative) opacity problems in finite-state automata has

een relatively well-characterized (see the detailed discussions on

his topic in the survey paper ( Jacob et al., 2016 )). Quantitative

otions of opacity have been introduced more recently, and their

ecidability and complexity are still the subject of ongoing re-

earch. For example, certain quantitative opacity properties have

een shown to lead to undecidable problems ( Jacob et al., 2016;

aboori & Hadjicostis, 2014 ); however, other formulations can be

erified even with polynomial complexity ( Bérard, Mullins et al.,

015; Saboori & Hadjicostis, 2014 ). 
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4. Diagnosability and opacity for Petri nets 

Following the developments on diagnosability and opacity using

finite-state automata models, many different approaches for tack-

ling these problems using Petri net models were developed. In this

section we review some of the key events and contributions in

these areas of research. The reader is also referred to Zaytoon and

Lafortune (2013) and Jacob et al. (2016) for brief surveys of re-

search in fault diagnosis and opacity, respectively. The reader may

also refer to a companion history paper by Giua and Silva on the

use of Petri net models for the analysis and control of discrete

event systems which is included in the same special section of An-

nual Reviews in Control ( Giua & Silva, 2018 ). 

4.1. Diagnosability of Petri nets 

The introduction of Petri nets in Petri (1962) was followed

by substantial research efforts on analyzing their properties and

structure, and led to their adoption by the control community

as an important modeling tool for discrete event systems in a

variety of applications (ranging from manufacturing and process

engineering to computer systems and network/traffic protocols

( Giua & Silva, 2018 )). Naturally, the control community was in-

terested not only in pure mathematical analysis of Petri nets and

their properties, but also in their modeling power and in mech-

anisms for proper monitoring and supervision of the underlying

systems. 

Towards this end, in the late 1980s and 1990s several re-

searchers exploited structural properties of Petri nets in order to

obtain enhanced Petri nets that are fault-tolerant, i.e., capable of

overcoming one or more faults that might occur during their op-

eration. Early works in this regard include the works by Sifakis in

Sifakis (1979) followed by the works in Silva and Velilla (1985) , and

Hadjicostis and Verghese (1999) , which systematically constructed

Petri net embeddings that can handle combinations (up to a given

maximum number) of so-called transition and place faults. Effec-

tively, these works were attempting to re-design a given Petri net

so that the analysis of its marking (state) at any given time would

allow the detection/identification of faults. A typical assumption

would be that the firing of transitions is not observable, but the

number of tokens at each place (i.e., the marking of the Petri net)

is observable; thus, based on the marking of the Petri net at a

given time instant, one could exploit the (generalized) Hamming

distance properties that were systematically enforced, in order to

make inferences about “faults” (e.g., the firing of certain transitions

of interest) that might have taken place during the operation of the

Petri net ( Wu & Hadjicostis, 2005 ). 

In the early 1990s, there were also works on fault diagnosis

for Petri nets that did not amount to re-designing an enhanced

Petri net. For example, the work in Prock (1991) considered the

detection of faults by monitoring the number of tokens in P-

invariants of the given Petri net (in contrast to the constructed P-

invariants of the above mentioned works). Similarly, the work in

Srinivasan and Jafari (1993) attempted to backtrack transition firing

in order to determine valid behavior and eventually detect/identify

faults. 

Following the work on diagnosability using automata in

Sampath et al. (1995) , researchers started considering the same

problem for Petri net models. One of the earliest examples is work

in Ushio, Onishi, and Okuda (1998) , which (following the observ-

ability assumptions in the works mentioned above) assumed un-

observable transitions with partial marking observation and con-

structed a diagnoser as in Sampath et al. (1995) to perform on-

line fault detection and verify diagnosability. Soon after, Chung

considered a similar model in Chung (2005) but allowed some of
he transitions to be observable; this was perhaps the first work

here a language-based approach with unobservable transitions

as adopted for diagnosing Petri nets. 

It soon became evident that fault diagnosis in a given Petri net

ould be studied under more general observation viewpoints that

ould involve partial marking observations (i.e., the number of to-

ens in some of the places) and some information about the firing

f transitions (e.g., labels associated with the firing of some of the

ransitions, including the empty label for the firing of unobservable

ransitions). State estimation and fault diagnosis is such interpreted

etri net settings were pursued by several researchers; see, for ex-

mple, the works by ( Ramírez-Treviño, Ruiz-Beltrán, Rivera-Rangel,

 Lopez-Mellado, 2007 ), ( Lefebvre & Delherm, 2007 ), and ( Ru &

adjicostis, 2009 ). 

The work in Ru and Hadjicostis (2009) established that each

abeled Petri net under partial marking observation can be trans-

ormed to an observationally equivalent labeled Petri net (under

o marking observation). Furthermore, a direct translation of the

ault diagnosis setting in Sampath et al. (1995) from finite-state

utomata to Petri nets would imply the existence of a set of ob-

ervable transitions, with some of them perhaps sharing the same

abel, and a set of unobservable transitions, some of which consti-

ute faults whose occurrence needs to be inferred after a bounded

umber of observations. These observations prompted several re-

earchers to focus on the study of state estimation and fault diag-

osis in labeled Petri nets or timed Petri nets (e.g., Basile, Cabasino,

 Seatzu, 2015; Cabasino, Giua, Pocci, & Seatzu, 2011; Cabasino,

iua, & Seatzu, 2010; Cabasino, Giua, & Seatzu, 2013; Dotoli, Fanti,

angini, & Ukovich, 2009 ). 

While fault diagnosis using Petri net models shares many sim-

larities with fault diagnosis in automata, there are also several

mportant differences. For example, Petri nets can have an un-

ounded number of states, which implies that the construction of

 diagnoser or a verifier (for checking diagnosability) may not be

traightforward ( Cabasino, Giua, Lafortune, & Seatzu, 2012 ). In any

ase (even when one deals with bounded Petri nets, which im-

lies that direct translation of the techniques used in automata

s possible), it might be desirable to exploit the structure of a

iven Petri net to obtain more efficient and concise represen-

ations of possible sets of markings or faults. Starting in 2003,

ené Boel and his collaborators investigated such approaches in

oel and Jiroveanu (2003) , Jiroveanu, Boel, and Bordbar (2008) and

iroveanu and Boel (2010) . In parallel, during the period 2007–

010, Maria Paola Cabasino (then a doctoral student at the Univer-

ity of Cagliari, under the co-supervision of Alessandro Giua and

arla Seatzu) visited Hadjicostis’ group at the University of Illinois

nd Lafortune’s group at the University of Michigan. Methodolo-

ies that have built on the work by Giua and Seatzu in Giua and

eatzu (2005) and the intuition developed in these visits have ap-

eared in Cabasino et al. (2011 , 2010) and obtain minimal expla-

ations and basis markings that match a given sequence of obser-

ations. An explanation of an observed transition is a (possibly

mpty) sequence of unobservable transitions that need to fire in

rder to explain (i.e., enable of the firing of) this observed tran-

ition. Assuming that there are no cycles of unobservable transi-

ions, tracking of explanations can be reduced to tracking of fir-

ng vectors (i.e., tracking the number of times each unobserv-

ble transition has fired, but not the order in which firings take

lace). In fact, one only needs to track the minimal such firing

ectors (explanations) and the corresponding markings they lead

o (called basis markings). Faults are modeled as unobservable

ransitions and are detected (identified) when all minimal expla-

ations include the firing of a fault event (or a specific type of

ault event). 
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Other works have also exploited the structure of

etri nets, but in different ways. Benveniste et al. in

enveniste et al. (2003) (which was mentioned earlier) used

et unfoldings to efficiently determine if a given fault occurs with-

ut having to reconstruct all possible reachable markings. Genc

nd Lafortune in Genc and Lafortune (2007) exploited the inherent

odularity of Petri net models and used marking information

bout certain bordering places (assumed to be observable) in order

o distributively perform fault detection and identification by

nalyzing information in (smaller) local modules. Finally, Cabasino

t al. in Cabasino, Giua, Hadjicostis, and Seatzu (2015) assumed

nowledge of a nominal Petri model and tried to identify the

tructure of the faulty system (if present) using integer linear

rogramming techniques. 

While the works mentioned above are mostly concerned

ith logical state estimation and fault diagnosis, some at-

empts to better characterize the likelihood of a state or a

ault using probabilistic or other measures can be found in

ghasaryan et al. (1998) which was mentioned earlier, and Ru and

adjicostis (2009) and Cabasino, Hadjicostis, and Seatzu (2015) .

arallel effort s have also been pursued in the context of fault

iagnosis of discrete event systems using continuous Petri net

odels by combining logical fault diagnosis techniques with fluid

pproximations; see, for example, the work by Mahulea et al.

n Mahulea, Seatzu, Cabasino, and Silva (2012) , which material-

zed following several exchange visits between the Zaragoza and

agliari groups. 

.2. Opacity in Petri nets 

As was mentioned in Section 3 , some of the very first opac-

ty works in dynamic systems (such as Bryans et al., 2005; Bryans

t al., 2008 ) involved Petri net formalisms, but aimed primar-

ly at modeling information flow properties of various proto-

ols and establishing associated (un)decidability results. The atten-

ion on language-based and state-based opacity in finite-state au-

omata initiated by Badouel et al. (2007) and Saboori and Hadji-

ostis (2007) , and the subsequent characterization of the verifica-

ion complexity for several opacity properties of interest (e.g., us-

ng observers for verifying current-state opacity ( Saboori & Had-

icostis, 2011 )), revived research interest on opacity in Petri net

odels. 

Following a visit by Hadjicostis at the University of Cagliari in

une 2012, during which he presented a seminar on “State-Based

otions of Opacity in Security Applications of DES,” Alessandro

iua, Carla Seatzu, and collaborators started working on opacity

roblems in Petri nets. These efforts materialized in a few direc-

ions, such as the work led by Yin Tong in Tong, Li, Seatzu, and

iua (2017b) that (i) efficiently verifies current-state opacity in

ounded Petri nets by exploiting the notion of basis markings; and

ii) proposes an efficient approach for verifying initial-state opac-

ty based on the notion of basis reachability graph. More recently,

orks by Tong and collaborators have dealt with (un)decidability

f certain opacity verification problems in Petri nets ( Tong, Li,

eatzu, & Giua, 2017a ). Complexity considerations pertaining to

pacity (as well as diagnosis) problems of interest have also been

ddressed by Bérard and collaborators for certain classes of Petri

ets in Bérard, Haar, Schmitz, and Schwoon (2017) . 

The above developments have only touched the tip of the

ceberg concerning opacity formalisms in specific Petri net set-

ings; this direction (meaningful opacity formulations in differ-

nt classes of Petri nets, and characterization of their decidablity

nd complexity) will be a fertile research area in the years to

ome. 
. Discussion 

.1. Diagnosability and observability 

We describe in this section the relationship between the no-

ions of diagnosability and observability . We mentioned the prop-

rty of observability earlier on in Section 3 . This discrete-event

ystem-theoretic property was introduced by Lin in his PhD re-

earch with his advisor, Murray Wonham, for supervisory control

nder partial observation ( Lin & Wonham, 1988 ). 

A history of supervisory control of discrete event systems is

iven in the paper by Wonham, Cai, and Rudie included in the

ame special section of Annual Reviews in Control ( Wonham, Cai,

 Rudie, 2018 ). In supervisory control ( Lin & Wonham, 1988; Ra-

adge & Wonham, 1987 ), the supervisor may disable some con-

rollable events based on its observation of the system trajectory.

he task of the supervisor is to ensure that the supervised (or

losed-loop) system generates a certain language called specifica-

ion language. To ensure that a supervisor exists for a given specifi-

ation language, two important concepts were introduced in super-

isory control: controllability ( Ramadge & Wonham, 1987 ) and ob-

ervability ( Lin & Wonham, 1988 ). A specification language is said

o be controllable if all events that need to be disabled at some

nstances in the system trajectory are controllable. A specification

anguage is said to be observable if two traces in the language that

ook the same to the supervisor require the same control actions,

.e., no event needs to be disabled after one trace and enabled af-

er the other. In terms of distinguishability, observability ensures

hat if the control actions required after two traces are inconsis-

ent, then the two traces must be distinguishable. It was shown

n Lin and Wonham (1988) that a supervisor synthesizing a given

pecification language exists if and only if the language is control-

able and observable. 

In decentralized supervisory control, several local supervisors

ather than one central supervisor are used to control a given dis-

rete event system. Each local supervisor has its own set of con-

rollable and observable events. The notion of observability was ex-

ended to coobservability in the first two papers on decentralized

upervisory control, ( Cieslak, Desclaux, Fawaz, & Varaiya, 1988;

udie & Wonham, 1992 ). Essentially, a specification language is

aid to be coobservable if the following is true: whenever the con-

rol actions on a given controllable event required after two traces

n the language are inconsistent, then the two traces are distin-

uishable to at least one local supervisor that can execute the re-

uired control action. Since coobservability is an extension of ob-

ervability, observability is a special case of coobservability when

here is only one (local) supervisor whose event set is the entire

vent set. 

Diagnosability was also extended to codiagnosability for decen-

ralized diagnosis. If several local diagnosers are used to diagnose

 system, then a fault can be diagnosed if and only if the system is

odiagnosable. Codiagnosability is the same as diagnosability un-

er Protocol 3 in Debouk et al. (20 0 0) , which was mentioned in

ection 2.2 . 

Interestingly, it turns out that coobservablilty and codiagnos-

bility are closely related in the sense that the verification of each

roperty can be transformed to the verification of the other one.

he idea is to map a violation of coobservability to a violation of

odiagnosability, and vice-versa, by suitably altering the automa-

on representing the language of interest. The reader can find the

ransformation of the verification of coobservability to that of co-

iagnosability in Wang, Girard, Lafortune, and Lin (2011) , while

he transformation for the other direction is presented in Yin and

afortune (2015) (the reader is referred to Figure 6 in that paper

or a summary of the known transformations). Since observability

s a special case of coobservability and diagnosability is a special
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case of codiagnosability, observability and diagnosability are also

transformable to each other. 

5.2. Networked discrete event systems 

Turning our attention to recent developments, we wish to men-

tion current research effort s on networked discrete event systems,

which explicitly account for communication delays and losses

in distributed architectures. Without communication delays and

losses, the observer automaton can be used to determine the state

estimate of the system. When event observation is delayed or lost

in a networked discrete event system, the state estimate obtained

using the observer may not be correct. State estimation is an im-

portant problem in networked discrete event systems since it is a

key task for diagnosability, opacity, and supervisory control. One

way to estimate states is proposed in Lin (2014) . It is assumed

in Lin (2014) that some transitions in G may be lost in the com-

munication channels and communication may be delayed up to

M steps (events). A networked observer is then constructed to ob-

tain state estimates. The networked observer takes into account

both communication delays and losses in a networked discrete

event system. State estimation using networked observer has been

used in supervisory control of networked discrete event systems

( Lin, 2014; Shu & Lin, 2014; 2017 ), where the existence of a net-

worked supervisor is characterized by network controllability and

network observability. Diagnosability of networked discrete event

systems with communication delays and losses was investigated

in Carvalho, Basilio, and Moreira (2012) , Debouk, Lafortune, and

Teneketzis (2003) and Takai and Kumar (2012) . Since diagnosabil-

ity does not require specific times for diagnosis, communication

delays are less critical than communication losses. Hence, robust

diagnosability against intermittent loss of observations was inves-

tigated in Carvalho et al. (2012) . A necessary and sufficient con-

dition and tests for robust diagnosability were derived. Opacity of

networked discrete event systems has yet to be investigated. 

6. Conclusion 

The objective of this paper was to present historical remarks

about the development of the theories of diagnosability and opac-

ity for dynamic systems modeled in the framework of discrete

event systems, using either automata or Petri nets. Our recounting

was influenced by events that we personally witnessed, and this

paper should be read in that context. 

Diagnosability and opacity are properties about model-based

inferencing that are naturally captured and analyzed in event-

driven dynamic systems. This explains why the original works re-

viewed in this paper have led to an ever-growing literature on

these topics. We surmise that interest in these two properties will

remain strong in control engineering. Indeed, the theories of di-

agnosability and opacity have important roles to play in solving

current security and privacy problems in advanced control systems

that operate in an open environment subject to cyber-attacks. 
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